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By Howard Hestor and Don Lnnch

stunning

production of Richard Ill, by WilWith the end of March approaching, the cinema-going public looks
liam Shakespeare, consumed the forward to the presentation of the annual Academy Awards, given for
better part of the past Sunday for I motion picture contributions of unusual merit, etc. However, in the
these commentators, and we agreed ~pini?n of these c.citics, these awards by-~ass ~ome of the more dish
ddirtrona I nnguishcd film achievements. In accord With this, we have drawn up a
t Ita t jtI we II d eserve d tea
list of the significant motion pictures of 1955, hoping to bring to the
time necessary to write a few words
f
b
notice 0 the pu lie some of the lesser-heralded efforts which are dis.about it. Olivier began with what tinguished In some aspects. Here, then, are the Kenyon film awards
was 10 the original form a rather for 1955:

Shannon

Phil

Randy

• Bob Stewart)
Olivier's
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KENYON CRITICS APPLAUD
SCHINE'S FINE FLICK YEAR

1856 -

Sir Laurence
EDITOR

MARCH

~llll~PI[~

Ken yon Collegian
-

COLLEGIAN

Bruce Olmstead

Rouland

Tauhenheim

episodic culling of the history of
STAFF:
Bob Mosher, Gene Nassar, Jim Jobes, Harley Henry, the infamous English king's reign,
Don Mull, Jim Riley, Bob Fulwood,
Skip Kurrus, Larry and by editing, cutting, and in his
Schneider, Bob Holstein, Ernest Norehad, Walt Edelman, own words "just horsing around,"
George Sayles, Mick Robbins, Paul Todfelt, Tom Russel, Bruce as well as by calling upon able set
designers, costumers, a sweepmg
Jacobson, Bob Scott, Dave Karz, Joel Rubin.

Best Picture - "Jesse James' Women"
Best Actor - Huntz Hall ("Dig that Uranium")
Best Actress - Peggy Castle (t'Target Zero")
Best Supporting Actor - Victor MacLaglen ("Lady Godiva")
Best Supporting Actress Mary Beth(e)
Hughes (""Dig that
Uranium")

camera, and music by Sir William

The choice of best picture was a difficult one, for such excellent films

Subscriptions for the Ken you Collegial/ may be ordered by sending $3.50 by check Walton, fashioned a vast historical as "Running Wild," "Target Zero," and "Lady Godiva" proved strong
or money order to: Business Manager, Kenyon Collegian, Box 308, Gambier, pageant and a tense drama to suit competition.
However, the choice ultimately fell on "Jesse, James'
Ohio. Advertising rates will be sent to prospective advertisers by writing the every taste. The cast he gathered Women," largely for its elevated theme and continuously tasteful execubusiness manager.

rL___________SPO-KESMAN--l
_
THE-

-1

"APATHY
1. Freedom from, or insensibility to, suffering, passion,
or feeling; passionless existence. 2. Indolence of mind, indifference
to what normally excites emotion or interest." Q.E.D.
In resorting to a dictionary definition some reason must be given
for its use. Such a concise definition gives all the meanings that are
attached to a word. This will be helpful in the following examination.
Apathy describes a mental attitude or affliction which also has a
psychosomatic influence upon the body the apatheriral person is
observed to move with indecisiveness, slowly, with an almost inper.
ceptible forward motion. He is rarely, if ever, excited or moved to
action by external pressures. His composure is to be marvelled at. All
activity about him seems to have no influence upon his internal mental
or emotional life. This internal life itself is concerned with subsistence
of the organism, or, at its peak, with some mystical or contemplative
activity.
We have not far to look for the typical half-alive example of this
malady. Yet when we have done this, there seems to be no one who
fits entirely the above delineation. At this place, all seem to be engaged
in some kind of emotional or mental activity, and this would presuppose
some kind of external spring to action. How then are we to account
for the apparent "indifference to what normally excites ... interest?"

was so incredibly like a playwright's
dream that it was feared that the
glittering presence of so many
famous faces might distract from
the play itself, but they proved not
even slightly intrusive.
Olivier
himself, as the deformed king, held
the center of attention, and held it
as . cOl~pel1ingly as one could im-I
agmc It held.
His Richard did not thrust the
king's deformity to the fore: the
hunchback, the legs one shorter
than the other, his withered arm,

tion. Panorama Productions were indeed fortunate to obtain as stars
Peggy Castle, who almost equals here her sensitive and consummately
drawn performance in "Target Zero," and Don "Red" Barry, the quality
of whose artistry is well known to art theatre frequenters.
Miss Castle
rendered superbly the role of Waco, and the taxing part of Delta was
flawlessly executed by Lita Baron, acknowledged mistress of the heaving
bosom and lewd wink. A relative unknown, who will probably remain
so, attacked with vigor the role of Cattle Kate Kennedy.
A charming
young girl (also nameless), evidently the niece of the producer, was
remarkably moving as Angel, the Mongoloid imbecile daughter of the
Sheriff. Unfortunately,
"Jesse James' Women" will leave cold the
general public, for its meaning lies primarily on a metaphysical plane,
the plot and dialogue being totally incomprehensible.
However, it is
for the esoteric few that we recommend it.

"so lamely and unfashionable/That
dogs barked at me as I halt by
them." were of only secondary importance to the interpretation. The
face of Richard, modeled by Olivier
from pictures of Francis I of France
and Broadway'S Jed Harris, was

The contenders for Best Actor were few this year, so it was
relatively easy to single out Huntz Hall for his skillful portrayal of an
emotionally distraught youth in "Dig that Uranium."
I

For those acquainted with the considerable talents of Peggy Castle,
no comment is necessary for our choice of Best Actress. Miss Castle is
without peer in the realm of eyeball-bulging, and nowhere has she put
this talent to better effect than in response to the simple, yet infinitely

chilling, and 10 it lay the key to
Olivier's king: "bound by no ties moving line in "Target Zero," "You Talk Big City." This scene :-rill
tit d
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Th
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I
I Godiva,"
when Me. MacLaglen mutters meaningfully, "We have rules
h urnanr y.
e actor struck t ie
hi
int
tati
'I
about
Godiva,"
the screen veritably bursts with tension. He also rises
keyno t e 0 f
IS In erpre anon In
We must necessarily grieve for our fellows that are thus so misecably R' h d' f t
I
hi
h
I to heights
of
dramatic
fury in a fiery exchange with Tom the Tailor,
IC ar s
rs mono ogue, w IC
afflicted, for we have no "insensibility to suffering, or passion, or feeling."
'
,
d
ith
h
bi
'who
dared
to
look
upon
Godiva's nakedness as she rode through the
01 rvrer move over, Wit ot er Its,
Upon further reflection, our sensibility leads us to an analysis of the f
thi
d
t
f
H
VI
h
streets
because
in
olden
days,
a faithless wife was made to ride naked
rom th e rr par 0
enry
,t e
possible causes for our friends' suffering. Have their academic pursuits
d i hiIS- through the streets to prove her shame. We have rules about Godiva.
p Iay w hiICh prece d es Rirt:
It 'Jar In
so taxed them that they are left in this state of emotional and physical torical sequence. "Since this earth
The divine Mary Beth again demonstrates her versatility by playing
atrophy? Possibly this is the reason for the lack of interest in pursuits affords no joy to me,/" says the a cheap blonde in"Dig that Uranium."
This was a difficult underthat offer them a less limited field of endeavor. These pursuits are of a King "But to command to check taking for Miss Hughes, but she brought a breath-taking realism to
kind that gives a means of channeling off the excess energy that swirls
to o'erbear such/ As ar~ of bette; the part.
about chaotically at sub-conscious levels. At present there appear to person than myself."
Subsequent
Other awards:
be so many persons that do not rid themselves of this energy in a healthy events unfold
necessarily from
Best foreign film - "Devil's Harbor." "Devil's Harbor" also wins
fashion that we must fear a turbulent nervous outbreak in the near future. Richard's motives, yet we are aware an award for best musical score of the year. Greta Gynt is voted Most
An alternative possibility suggests itself: is our generation so overentertained that activities other than academic, activities that are somewhat creative, seem senseless? Possibly all that can be done has been
done, in a way that makes further efforts seem futile. Yet these diversionseeking persons must be aware that those who entertain them are still
able to find new mediums and manners for their diversion.
Their
mental and emotional resources seem immune to apathy.
The quality of extra-curricular activities at Kenyon is often not of
the calibre that the more enlightened, talented and over-entertained
students would wish; this fact mu!'t in all honesty be acknowledged as
true. This certainly is not entirely the fault of those who devote their
time constantly to such activities, for they evince an ever increasing
interest in improving them. If the quality is not all that it should and
could be, it is not due to this core of interested but overworked people.
Certainly the size of the school is one reason for the lack of persons
willing to devote their time and talents to publications, special conventions, dramatics, etc. Possibly, the scope of the activities offered IS
too narrow; there may not be enough to interest most of us. If this is
the case, we are sure that more can be found and developed.
In our first efforts to find persons to work On this publication, we
discovered that again it was the above mentioned core who were
willing to help. In our experience elsewhere, the same situation was
fouod to exist. One hope-giving fact was discovered also; when the
factional barriers were lowered, it was found that apathy was not so
prevalent as it appeared at first. If this is the clue to future success, then
the blood·sucking beast, APATHY, and his back-biting companion,
FACTION, must both be destroyed simultaneously - otherwise neither
will ever perish in this place.
-PUBLIUS

I

throughout of Richard as a person. Promising New Actress for the portrayal of ten roles in this fine film.
From his wooing of the Lady Anne
Best Screenplay - "Hold Back Tomorrow
(also notable for inacross the coffin of her dead hus- telligent performance by Cleo Moore)
band, to the murder of the two
If 1956 produces a list of films as distinuished as this one.
crown princes JO the Tower of
London, we watch Richard not
merely with horror but with fascination as well, for Olivier makes him
a believable monster.
The play's
most powerful moments (as reconstructed) are Richard's soliloquies,
and they were fine vehicles for
Olivier's artistry. Shortly after the
opening of the play, he speaks of
himself: "Why, I can smile, and
murder whiles I smile/ And wet my
cheeks with artificial tears
," to
the point that he can "set the murderous Machiavel to school." "Can
I do this, and cannot get a crown?"
-and here in a masterful stroke Sir
Laurence turns disdainfully away
from the camera and struts off, add·
ing, as if superfluously, "Tut, were
it further off, r d pluck it down,"
Next to Olivier, Sir Ralph Richardson as the King's henchman the
Duke of Buckingham gave the most
impressive performance, though the

cast was almost uniformly good.
Two players with minor parts, Lord
Hastings and the dowager Duchess
of York, created show-stopping
moments as victims of Richard's
treachery: the scene 10 which the
Duchess of York, in sanctuary with
others of family after Richard's
execution of Hastings, reviews the
tragic course of the War of the
Roses and ends "Or let me die, to
look on death no more ~" was one
of the most moving in the play.
For those who, like us, were puzzled
by the relationship of Lord Stanley
and the Earl of Richmond, revealed
in the last act when Lord Stanley,
speaking to Richmond, calls his son
George "your brother," we discovered that Lord Stanley has married Richmond's

widowed

mother,

GIRLS} WATER
AND BARTON
In response to the general, cam·
pus-wide shout of "What are we
going to do after Saturday brunch
Spring Dance Weekend?" the swimming team has answered by scheduling The First Kenyon Aquacade
for 12 noon, Saturday, May 5.
This sterling display of Kenyon
water talent will consist of swimming exhibitions accompanied by
comedy, music, and girls. And, according to inside sources, for the
feature event Barton Hoexter will
attempt to swim the length of the
pool four times consecutively under
water. Nobody scoops the Colleg·
Ian.

The only joker is a fifty-cent head
family tax. The money collected will be
claimed the throne through the used by the team to purchase loop
bastard offspring of John of Gaunt, films of dives and strokes.
Margaret

Beaufort,

whose

"MARCH

16,
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Integration and the Election ...

'Delts Creep
Up On
Fisk University,
•
"Education and A-Delts In 1M Race

On March 13 Charles S. Johnson, President of
addressed'the
Student Assembly on the subject of
Segratidtl"in the South."
On the whole, Mr. Johnson's analysis of the integration problem
was intelligent and practical. The end of segration is an inevitable step
in our constitutional development.
He said in. effect, if we are to
remain strong in our struggle for the defense of world democracy, we
must suppb'rt the principles on which we stand. In this case we must
secure the benefit of basic human rights for all groups. Taking an
optimistic viewof the jole of the South in the future, Mr. Johnson expressed his faith that the opposition to integration is only a temporary
resistance to an advancement of democracy. Although he admitted that
all Negr~s' were not ready for integration, Mr. Johnson disagreed with
the philosophy of "eventual ism," which has been read into the Supreme
Court decision and after the assembly, stated that the situation could be
handled' more efficienty if the Court had prescribed a definite date by
which integration should be fully realized.
One thing is certain the segration issue will hold a definite
effect on "the coming national elections. The Negro vote will be
distributed where it will do the most to expedite integration.
After the assembly Me. Johnson indicated that the intelligent Negro
advocates a more vigorous stand on the integration issue than that which
Adlai Stevenson has expressed during his recent tours. In California,
when placed on the spot by Senator Kefauver, who takes a more vigorous
stand on integration, Mr. Stevenson, to the disappointment of his
Negro listeners, confirmed the policy of eventual integration through
individual cases tried in the district courts. Under any circumstances
the Democrats stand to lose on the integration issue. Should Mr. Stevenson take a more vigorous stand, he would immediately alienate the
Southern white vote. It appears at this point that the traditionally
Democratic Negro vote will fall to Mr. Eisenhower along with the
great part 0(, the middle class vote.
A new development promises to provide another favorable issue for
the Republicans, in the coming elections. Through the seniority custom
in the Senate, ~titnan who has been a staunch supporter of segregation
and a sharp denouncer of the Supreme Court now heads the Senate
Judiciary Committee. James O. Eastland (Dem. Mississippi) was confirmed last week by the Democratic majority in the Senate despite
strong opposition from liberal and Negro groups. If the Republicans
gain control of the Senate next fall, Eastland will be replaced by a
Republican.
The segration issue indirectly affected the Republicans, specifically
Vice-President Nixon, when he recently referred to Chief Justice Earl
Warren as a "great Republican Chief Justice," thus entangling a decision
of the Supreme Court in politics. The incident began a great deal of
speculation that Nixon may be dropped from the ticket next fall.
To sum up: it is evident that desegregation will eventually be realized.
It is not so evident that it will be realized soon. It is a sound speculation
that the Negro will use his vote next fall to expedite integration.
At
present, assuming that Mr. Stevenson will be nominated, it seems that
the segregation issue will serve as another favorable one for the Republicans. Although Me. Stevenson's stand is highly rational, unfortunately,
it simply is not one that will appeal to the large block of Negro voters.
The Negro does not want a gradual or eventual integration; he wants
to feel that he has active support in the Federal government, now.

The final standings of the 195556 Intramural Basketball tournament show Middle Leonard on top
in the A-League, while in the BLeague Lewis Hall is taking the
merits. Close behind the Delts in
A-League competition is Lewis Hall
who finished second, followed by
Beta Theta Pi who wound up the
season in third place. The Brl.cague
standings are rounded out by Middle
Leonard and the Faculty, who ended
the season in second and third place
respectively.
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Alabama - 4
Now that the basketball season
New Hampshire is over, Spring sports will become NORTH HANNA
foremost.
According to Mr. Ed.1
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als, Kenyon men can look forward
to a full sports program.

I Tennis

Minnesota - 7
North Carolina 6
Virginia - 6
SOUTH HANNA
Washington - 5
Kansas - 5
New Mexico - 4
Georgia - 4
New York - 20
Florida - 5
MIDDLE HANNA
Michigan - 10
Maryland - 6
Maine - 4
WEST WING
Montana - 3
Colorado - 5
Missouri - 6
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Delaware _ 3
Hawaii - 2

A delegation of fifty Kenyon men
will attend the Democratic convention to be held at Denison University on Saturday, April 21. Twenty
schools will participate, giving the
convention a total of over a thousand
voting delegates. It is the austere
hope of the Kenyon convention
committee that the Kenyon deleNow in progress are the ping- gates will attend to serious politics
pong and pool tournaments.
In while on our neighboring campus.
ping-pong each division has entered
one doubles team and two men for tennis, all of which will be consingles. The pool tournament in- ducted in April and May.
The intramural point situation,
cludes a doubles team and one
not
counting the recent basketball
single entry from each division.
tournament,
looks like this:
Thus far competition has been stiff
East
Wing
210
in both these tournies.
Middle Leonard
195
Also in progress is the volleyball East Division
__. 190
tournament which is a double elim- North Hanna
85
ination affair. Volleyball is con- West Wing
65
sidered a Spring sport; hence la- South Hanna .__
35
crosse, baseball, golf and tennis South Leonard
15
candidates are not eligible.
North Leonard
5
Tomorrow, March 17 at 1:30 Middle Hanna
5
P. M. is the foul shooting contest. Bexley
_._.......
5
Teams consist of up to ten men with Middle Kenyon.
0
the top five scores going toward
All intramural managers are reteam totals.
minded that pledges are eligible

Presently on Tap is the swimming
meet to be held Tuesday, March 20
at 3:30 P. M. Each division may
enter three men in each individual
event, but may swim only two.
Preliminaries having been run-off
this past week everything is set for
the "big splash."

Rounding out Spring intramurals unless, of course, they are out for
will be softball, track and field, and a varsity sport.

Tearn
To Swing South
Under the guidance of Tom Edwards, the Kenyon tennis team has
been working out indoors during
the past five weeks. The squad,
expecting to better last year's 5-6
record, will open the '56 season
with a trip through the South. They
will play against Georgia Tech. on
March 24, and during the next four
days against Michigan State (at
Davidson), Davidson, North Carolina State, East Carolina State, and
Washington and Lee. Since these
games will be Kenyon's first, and
will be against tennis conscious and
powerful Southern teams, hopes for
complete success are small. However, the trip will condition the team
for Ohio Conference competition.
As for the Ohio Conference, it is
hard to say anything definite at this
early date. It would seem, though,
that Denison and Oberlin would be
the only teams to offer any real
threat. The team should be strengthened by the return to health of Tom
Wigglesworth and the return of
veterans Al "Billy Bug" McDonough, Dick Yee, Charlie Mignon,
Thatcher Schwartz and Jim Martin.
Bob Wright, a transfer from Washington of St. Louis, is now eligible,
and should add greatly to the team's
strength.
Freshmen working out
with the team include Bruce King,
Frank Coleman, Eric Pantzer, and
John Templeton, who was half of
the duet that won the Illinois State
Championship last year.
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VAS IS DAS
'LACROSSE'?

Grapplers Grasp
Fourth in Tourney

Many freshmen will view their
first lacrosse game March 23, when
the Lords open the season against
the tough stickmen from upper New
York State, the Cortland State
Teachers College team. This is no
discredit to the intelligence of the
freshmen, however, since the lack
of knowledge about Lacrosse has
been a common occurence among
first year men here for years.

Here we present the team captains for the '56 season of Spring
Spores. From left ro righr: Richard Block and Mike Taddonio,
Baseball; Richard Yee, Tennis; Richard Nelson, LaCrosse; Tom
Wilson, representing the Golf Team,

MERMEN GRAND SLAM
CONFERENCE MEET
In winning its third consecutive
Conference swimming crown and I
its ninth in the meet's nineteen year
history, the Lords not only scored
the most points ever tallied in a
conference meet, taking first place
in every event but diving, but also
walked out of the meet holding
every existing conference record.
The record breakers for the ~ay
came in the medley relay, the 10dividual medley and the breast
stroke.
Co-captain Stan Krok, Ran Ray,
and Dave Borman were never seriously challenged in their record
breaking 3:04.6, bettering their own
standard set in the afternoons preliminanes.
But it was quite a different story when Phil Payton was
pressed throughout the eight lengths
of his medley, by Oberlin's FlemmIngo Phil finally pulled o~t in
the last length to WIn a close victory
and set his record of 2:23.8 m the
new event. He was followed home
by freshman John Howard, who,
swimming the event for the first
time, came in fourth.
In the breaststroke prelims, Huenefeld of Oberlin set a new mark of
2:43.6 and was followed by Kenyon's Mason and Arkless, in that
order. But this order was reversed
in the finals, with the crowd enjoying one of the best races of the
evenmg.
All three were together
for the first seven lengths, but in
the last lap, Arkless inched ahead
to edge cohort Mason, and set a
new Conference and Varsity record
of 2:40.2.

With the backstroke came a repetition of the duel between Payton
and Flemming.
Again it was a
toss-up until the last length. Phil
came up with a first. Fred Appleton of Kenyon took third.
Co-captain Ted FitzSimons was
his 01' reliable self in both the 50
and 100 yard freestyle sprints. In
the shorter of the two, Fitzy was
pressed hard by Dick Wilson, who
took a close second, and in the
Century event he was' chased home

I by

teammate "Skipperdud" Kurrus.
Fitzy and Skipper then joined forces
with Chuck Ewing and Joe Topor
to romp home in the last relay.
Chuck, in leading off this event,
and taking a close second to Kurrus
in the 220, ended a collegiate swimming career he should well be
proud of.

Predominantly an Eastern intercollegiate sport, lacrosse was introduced in the Ohio area in 1940 by a
Kenyon Student, Bob Weaver. He
formed a lacrosse club here after
playing at Deerfield Academy on
the same team as our present coach,
Bill Stiles. One of the first scheduled games was with Michigan in
1941.
During the War years the sport
was disbanded for lack of manpower, but was resumed again in
1946. The avid enthusiasts of this
sport attempted to learn and play
the game under adverse conditions
for three years, having neither
proper coaching nor adequate equipment.
When Coach Stiles came from
R.P.I. in 1948, the club was made
a varsity sport. The new coaches
first regular season at Kenyon was
a success, as his boys won four and
lost two. Piloting the team that
season was Bob Weaver's younger
brother, Pete, who gained honorable
mention All-American.
The 1950 team posted a six and
one record, loosing only to Hobart,
Stiles' alma Mater. The following
years brought-stiffer competition, as
some eastern colleges invaded the
mid-west. Led by h.m. All-American Paul "Whitey" Hollenbach, the
Lords posted an 8-2-1 record in
1951, tying Delaware and bowing
to W. & L. and Hobart.

The only other race of the day
found Dan Ray taking the gold
medal and Tom Wilson taking the
silver one in the quarter mile. It
was Ohio Wesleyan all the way in
diving, as they took both first and
The '52 season ended with ansecond place.
other glimmering record, for the
only defeat in the nine games came
Final score: Kenyon 107, Oberagain at the hands of Washington
lin 66, Wesleyan 47, Akron 20, and Lee. Jerry Ellsworth gained
Wooster 10, and Wittenburg
7.
h.m. All-American, and played in
Venimus, Vidimus, Vicimus.
.,
the All-Star game at the Polo
This meet terminated another Grounds.
year of fine coaching by Tom EdThe following two years saw the
wards. True, he was hard.dri:ing at Lords traveling through the East and
practices, but both he and his men the South. They came up with an
knew the results would be a sue- 8-4 record in '53 and a mediocre
cessful season. And that it was, as 5-5 in '54. The '54 team was
the Lords were deposed only once skippered by Bill Aulenbach and
.- at the hands of Bowling Green.

I

On March 10, the 3rd Annual
Ohio Conference Wrestling Championships were held at Denison University. Kenyon was represented in
the tourney by seven men. At the
end of the first preliminary round
Kenyon's hopes rested in three men;
Charles Greaves, Tom Wiggles·
worth, and Reg Doherty.
Dave
Katz, Bob Gave, John Keene and
Eb Crawford were beaten in the first
round.
At the end of the semi-finals,
only two Kenyon grapplers
remained. In the finals on Saturday
evening, this year's captain, W~gglesworth, was the first to see action.
He fought hard, but was pinned
by one of the best wrestlers in the
conference, Oberlin's Hank Daneceau. The only other Lord to
make the finals was freshman Reg
Doherty.
He lost by decision to
Kohler of Hiram, 5-4.
The final winner of the tournament was Oberlin.
They beat the
defending champions, Akron, by
one point.
In third place was
Hiram, and Kenyon took fourth.
Eleven schools and over 60 wrestlers
were entered in the tournament.
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Tookie Cole, and included third
team All-American Joe Culp. Two
of the loses that year were Penn
State and Pennsylvania.
Bill's fight to build for Kenyon
a fine lacrosse team was culminated
last year when the purple and white
swept through their first undefeated
season. Individual standouts were
this year's co-captain Rockey Nelson,
who was elected to the h.m. AllAmerican squad, and last years cocaptain, Dick Evans, who played in
the North-South game.
Coach Stiles is non-committal
about this year's team, but seems
emphatic on one point.
"Every
team," he stated, "will know that
it has been in a ball game, one way
or another, after it plays us."
This seems to sum up the Kenyon lacrosse teams of the past. Few
of Stiles' players had ever seen a
lacrosse game, let alone played the
game, before they came to Kenyon. What these men have lacked
in finesse, they have made up in
conditioning and a desire to win.
It will indeed be interesting to
watch the team this season and the
next, when they tangle with more
speedy eastern teams.
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More Fun!
In the company
of friends homeward bound you
can make it a
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